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In elastoplastic soil models aimed at capturing the impact of fabric anisotropy, a necessary
ingredient is a measure of anisotropic fabric in the form of an evolving tensor. While it is
possible to formulate such a fabric tensor based on indirect phenomenological observa-
tions at the continuum level, it is more effective and insightful to have the tensor defined
first based on direct particle level microstructural observations and subsequently deduce a
corresponding continuum definition. A practical means able to provide such observations,
at least in the context of fabric evolution mechanisms, is the discrete element method
(DEM). Some DEM defined fabric tensors such as the one based on the statistics of in-
terparticle contact normals have already gained widespread acceptance as a quantitative
measure of fabric anisotropy among researchers of granular material behavior. On the
other hand, a fabric tensor in continuum elastoplastic modeling has been treated as a
tensor-valued internal variable whose evolution must be properly linked to physical
dissipation. Accordingly, the adaptation of a DEM fabric tensor definition to a continuum
constitutive modeling theory must be thermodynamically consistent in regards to dis-
sipation mechanisms. The present paper addresses this issue in detail, brings up possible
pitfalls if such consistency is violated and proposes remedies and guidelines for such
adaptation within a recently developed Anisotropic Critical State Theory (ACST) for
granular materials.
& 2015 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. This is an open access article under the CC
BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).1. Introduction
For continuum constitutive models and/or theories to capture the impact of soils' anisotropic fabric, a necessary and
essential step is to define a measure of the fabric in the form of an evolving tensor which is adequate for quantifying both
intensity and orientation of the concerned fabric anisotropy. While it seems possible to formulate such a fabric tensor based
on indirect phenomenological observations at the continuum level, it is certainly much more robust yet insightful to have
the tensor defined based on direct observations at a microstructural level that reveals predominant physical causes behind
the continuum responses. Henceforth, such fabric tensors will be called microstructural fabric tensors. For frictional granular
materials like soil, the mechanical response at the continuum level reflects those responses occurring at the particleier Ltd. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license
.
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attributes. In this regard, the popular discrete element method (DEM, Cundall and Strack, 1979) is a ready-made tool, as it is
able to reveal major mechanisms of fabric evolution and associated impacts, although it deals only with “virtual” rather than
real physical granular materials. In fact, some DEM-based fabric tensors such as the one based on contact-normal statistics
(Oda, 1982) have already gained widespread acceptance as a quantitative measure of fabric anisotropy in investigations of
granular material mechanics. On the other hand, a fabric tensor in continuum constitutive descriptions and theories is
treated as a tensor-valued internal variable whose evolution must be paired with a conjugate thermodynamic force, which is
also tensor-valued, to produce physical dissipation. Accordingly, the adaptation of a DEM fabric tensor to continuum con-
stitutive descriptions and/or theories must guarantee thermodynamic consistency, which, however, is not always obvious
and often not obeyed in several past publications for reasons to be explained in the sequel.
In a recent paper Li and Dafalias (2012a) proposed an Anisotropic Critical State Theory (ACST) as an enhancement of the
classical Critical State Theory for soils, by introducing a condition that a fabric anisotropy and loading direction related
scalar-valued quantity reaches a unique critical state value concurrently and in addition to the classical requirement of
critical state values for the stress ratio and the void ratio. In this process a necessary ingredient is a measure of fabric in the
form of an evolving fabric tensor, motivated by DEM simulations based on the void vector concept presented in Li and Li
(2009). The so defined fabric tensor Fwas shown theoretically to have a critical state value norm independent of the specific
volume v or the pressure p, and dependent only on the mode of shearing via a Lode angle expression. A general evolution
law for F towards its critical state value was then proposed, with concrete specifications to be fulfilled based on material
specific observations. In this regard, DEM simulations shall play an important role, as they provide realistic yet robust details
about granular packing evolution. However, some popular microstructural definitions of fabric tensors and their subsequent
DEM calculations, such as the ones associated with contact normal or particle orientations, show their critical state norms
depending on the packing density or the confining pressure rather than attaining a unique critical state value.
The first objective of the present paper is to identify the fundamental reason behind such density or pressure depen-
dence and to show the consequences and undesired effects of such dependence on the premises of the proposed ACST and
associated constitutive modeling thereof. In particular these features are viewed within the thermodynamic requirements of
proper conjugacy of fabric tensors to thermodynamic forces for physical dissipation, and the ensuing uniqueness of the
Critical State Line (CSL) in e–p space. The final purpose is to propose general guidelines that must be followed in order to
adapt DEM-based fabric tensor definitions to continuum elastoplastic constitutive modeling of granular soils, realized by an
appropriate normalization procedure that renders such adaptation thermodynamically and dissipation consistent.2. Brief outline of the ACST
At critical state, a particulate material element keeps deforming in shear at constant volume and stress. In analytical
terms this is expressed by
p s 0 e 00, , 0 but (1)vεδ = δ = δ = δ ≠
where p is the hydrostatic pressure, s the deviatoric part of the stress tensor, vε the volumetric strain, e the deviatoric part of
the strain tensor, and the operator “δ” means “an infinitesimal change of” or “an increment of”. The Critical State Theory
(CST) by Roscoe et al. (1958) and Schofield and Wroth (1968) proposes that for the events described by Eq. (1) to occur, the
following conditions must hold at critical state:
q p M e e e p( / ) and ( ) (2)c c c cη η= = = = = ^
in terms of the triaxial stress variables p and q, the stress ratio q p/η = and the void ratio e. In the above conditions M
characterizes the intrinsic frictional coefficient between grain mineral surfaces and e e p( )c c= ^ is the critical void ratio which
defines the Critical State Line (CSL) in the e p− plane. For generalization to multiaxial loading one substitutes s s(3/2) : for
q in the expression q p/η = , and renders M function of the Lode angle determined by the shearing mode. Notice the fol-
lowing distinction: Eq. (1) describes the physical events that characterize critical state, while Eq. (2) describes the conditions
Critical State Theory state as being necessary and sufficient for critical state to occur.
According to Eq. (1), at critical state, the shear and volumetric responses are completely decoupled, defined by a steady
shear flow and a stable equilibrium volumetric state. This physical event can be equivalently expressed within the classical
thermodynamics framework by
pv Cs e: and (3)ϖ Ψ= δ = −
where ϖ is the incremental dissipation per unit volume; v e1= + is the specific volume, i.e. volume per unit solid volume
(or unit mass under the assumption of incompressible solid phase); Ψ is the specific Helmholtz free energy; and C is the
specific Gibbs free energy, an energy datum for a given p. Eq. (3)1 asserts that in critical states the shear work is solely and
completely dissipated, representing a rigid perfectly plastic condition materialized only when Eqs. (2)1 is satisfied; while Eq.
(3)2 describes an exact equilibrium condition, in which all thermodynamic properties are stationary. According to the well-
known Gibbs equilibrium condition, one can show that for Eq. (3)2 to stand, Ψ must depend only on the specific volume v.
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not trivial and involves an assumption about co-axiality of fabric tensor and loading direction at critical state (to be
discussed in the following); details are provided in Li and Dafalias (2012a).
The classical CST makes no reference to other fabric related entities than the scalar-valued void ratio e. Yet, micro-
structural studies without exception reveal that an intense orientational fabric formation is present at critical state (e.g.,
Oda, 1972a, 1972b; Masson and Martinez, 2001; Fu and Dafalis, 2011, etc.), which questions the completeness of the CST,
posing the question: what is the role of fabric anisotropy in critical state theory?
To address this issue, it is necessary to identify a tensorial measure that is able to quantify both intensity and orientation
of the fabric anisotropy. From a microstructural perspective, for an aggregate having N samples of characteristic directions
the anisotropic fabric can generally be represented by the dimensionless deviatoric part F of a tensor G according to
N
wF
G
G
1 G u u u
tr ( )/3
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1
2
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N
k k k
1
2
∑= − = ⊗
=
where uk is a unit vector along the k-th sample of the characteristic directions, say, the directions of contact normals (Oda,
1982) or void vectors (Li and Li, 2009), and w u( )k is a weighting factor. If w u( ) 1k = as in the case of contact normals based
definition, Gtr 1= , a trivial constant. When w u( )k is the void vector length, Gtr is a measure of average void size closely
correlated to the void ratio e or the specific volume v e1= + . Henceforth the F will be called the fabric tensor. In order to
identify the norm F and direction nF of F, one can write
F FF n F F n n n, : , : 1, tr 0 (5)F F F F= = = =
From the definitions (4) and (5), three isotropic invariants can be defined for the tensor G: the tr(G), the norm F, and the
Lode angle Fθ associated with nF according to ncos 3 6 trF F3θ = . Among them, F and Fθ quantify the intensity (or degree)
and the mode (or type) of fabric anisotropy, respectively; and a nontrivial tr(G) is supposed to be a measure of packing
density. Clearly, an appropriate combination of these invariants is still an invariant of G, i.e., an objective measure of material
fabric.
Motivated by 2D DEM simulations, it was postulated in Li and Dafalias (2012a) that the fabric tensor tends towards a
critical state value, which is characterized by a value F F ( )c c Fθ= ^ for its norm and a value n nF = for its direction, n being the
so-called loading direction defined by a unit-norm deviatoric tensor along, say, the direction of deviatoric plastic flow or the
normal to the yield surface in deviatoric stress space or the deviator stress tensor in the particular case of radial monotonic
loading. These are close but not equivalent choices, with preference given to the first that is defined independently of yield
surface and applies to reverse loading as well. Li and Dafalias (2012a) emphasized that this critical state norm Fc is in-
dependent of the material density. Hence, one can normalize the fabric tensor by F ( )c Fθ^ at all states and consequently have
F nc = at critical state. Henceforth the fabric tensor of ACST will be considered normalized as per above.
In earlier publications, Li and Dafalias (2002) approached the effect of fabric on sand constitutive modeling by in-
troducing a fabric-based modification of the stress tensor that was used to define an anisotropic stare variable A on which
the location of the CSL depended. In Dafalias et al. (2004) the approach was simplified by defining a new anisotropic state
variable A g F n( ) :θ= (θ is the Lode angle of n), on which again the location of the CSL depended. In the aforementioned two
approaches the fabric tensor was considered fixed, expressing inherent initial fabric anisotropy that does not evolve, hence,
introducing multiple CSL's depending on loading directions (mode of shearing). The multiple CSL's as functions of A proved
to be very effective in simulating strongly anisotropic sand responses in conjunction with a state dependent dilatancy, as
earlier formulated by Manzari and Dafalias (1997) and Li and Dafalias (2000). However, the notion of multiple CSL's raised
questions in regards to the firmly established belief on uniqueness of CSL in e–p space.
The answer to such questions was recently given by the aforementioned ACST of Li and Dafalias (2012a). Similarly to the
approach in Dafalias et al. (2004), a Fabric Anisotropy Variable (FAV) A F n:= , was introduced, which unlike the previously
introduced anisotropic state variables A (same symbol used for simplicity), the new A A 1c= = at critical state for any kind of
loading, since now F evolves (instead of being fixed) towards its normalized critical state value n. Hence, the critical state
conditions of the ACST are given by
M e e e p A A, ( ) and 1 (6)c c c cη η= = = = ^ = =
The introduction of the fabric tensor and FAV A, while enhancing the classical CST it does not answer the question as to
how this will benefit a corresponding constitutive framework within the ACST, nor whether the CSL is unique. The answer to
the first question lies with the fact that the added condition A 1c = provides a reference for anisotropic fabric to evolve
towards critical state (similar to the role of critical void ratio ec that provides a reference for the evolution of material
density). Hence the impact of fabric anisotropy, in particular on the soil dilatancy, can be integrated consistently into a
general modeling framework. Li and Dafalias (2012a) proposed such an approach by considering a combined norm of the
distance of the current state from critical in terms of a new Dilatancy State Parameter (DSP) ζ defined by
   
e e p e A( ) ( 1)
(7)
A c A
A
ζ ψ ψ= − = − ^ − −
ψ ψ
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critical state value, and e A( 1)A Aψ = − is the Anisotropy Parameter (AP) measuring the distance of the FAV A from its critical
state value of 1, with e e e p( , )A A= ^ a function of e and p in general. Thus, the ζ substitutes for ψ in all constitutive roles, and at
critical state where A A 1c= = one has 0ζ ψ= = .
Answering the second question, one important attribute of ACST is that based on the hypothesis that F nc = and the
ensuing A 1c = for all loading conditions in conjunction with Gibbs' principle of thermodynamic equilibrium, made possible
to prove theoretically uniqueness of the CSL. Other details of ACST can be found in Li and Dafalias (2012a).3. From microstructural to continuum fabric tensors by a thermodynamically consistent approach
While ACST provides a general continuum framework concerning an enhanced critical state theory, it has given only
general specifics of fabric evolution. On the other hand, discrete element method (DEM) allows “visualizing”, realistically at
least on a qualitative basis, the fabric evolution along various loading paths toward the critical state. It is therefore natural
and of a significant advantage to utilize DEM to study and obtain necessary details for fabric evolution within ACST.
However, the bases of a microstructurally constructed fabric tensor and a fabric tensor defined in a continuum framework
such as the F in ACST are in general different. The former is constructed based on microscopic geometric traits, while the
latter is formulated based on macroscopic physical consistency. Therefore, a fabric tensor constructed by DEM cannot ne-
cessarily be used as a direct substitute for the fabric tensor defined in ACST or other continuum theories unless certain
conditions are satisfied within the requirement of thermodynamically consistent dissipation, to be elaborated in the sequel.
3.1. Thermodynamically consistent continuum definition of fabric
The continuum theories such as soil plasticity and critical state soil mechanics have a deep root in classical thermo-
dynamics, and hence any quantity or relation defined in those theories must be thermodynamically consistent. Recall that,
by combining the first and second laws of thermodynamics with several common assumptions including constant tem-
perature, one has the following energy balance relation
⎛
⎝
⎜⎜
⎞
⎠
⎟⎟T V V: d ( )d
(8)V V0⏟
∫ ∫γ φσ εδ − = δ
≥
where σ is the Cauchy stress, ε is the infinitesimal strain, T is the absolute temperature, γ is the per unit volume entropy
production increment, φ is the per unit volume Helmholtz free energy, and V is the volume of the element. It is important to
notice the difference of φ from Ψ in Eq. (3). For a given amount of free energy E, E V/ sΨ = , i.e. it is measured per unit solid
volume (equivalent to per unit mass for incompressible solid phase) while E V/φ = , i.e. it is measured per unit aggregate
volume. Thus, it follows that vΨ φ= with v V V/ s= the specific volume. For this given E in a closed system (a RVE of aggregate
with fixed amount of solid phase), Ψ is also fixed but φ varies inversely to v e1= + such that vφ remains constant. Because
Eq. (8) is valid for any V , the integrands in the equation must be equal to each other. This leads to
: (9)ϖ φσ εδ − = δ
in which T 0ϖ γ= ≥ is referred to as the dissipation increment or simply dissipation in plasticity, which further assumes that
the dissipation is solely attributed to rearrangements of material's internal structure or fabric measured by a set of n internal
variables iξ . That is,
i n( 1, 2, , , summation convention is applied) (10)i iϖ ζ ξ= δ = ⋯
where iζ are the thermodynamic forces conjugate to iξδ in dissipation. The above constitutive hypothesis may be viewed as
the basic framework of internal variable based plasticity, to which soil plasticity belongs. It is important to note that ϖ is a
per-volume measure of dissipation, and iζ are intensive quantities (i.e. stress-like that cannot be extended over volume) such
that necessarily iξδ must be per-volume measures of material fabric change in order to match the definition of ϖ . For
example, in the well-known Camclay model demonstrating the critical state theory, the only internal variable is vp, the
irrecoverable part of the specific volume, a straightforward measure of soil's isotropic fabric density so that vpδ measures
per-volume change of material's isotropic fabric. Note also that the internal variables iξ can either be scalar valued re-
presenting an isotropic fabric or tensor valued characterizing an anisotropic fabric. To be more specific but without loss of
generality, hereafter we consider only the case
 v F:
(11)
p
v F
v F
ϖ Π ϖ ϖΘ= δ + δ = +
ϖ ϖ
where, as mentioned above, vp characterizes the isotropic scalar-valued part of fabric and a symmetric second-order tensor
F characterizes the anisotropic tensor-valued part of fabric; and Π and Θ are their corresponding conjugate thermodynamic
forces. As shown in Appendix, the stress-like Θ (an intensive property not measured per unit volume) is conjugate to an
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anisotropic fabric. The internal variable F defined by the above general relation is namely the fabric tensor introduced in
ACST, and it must be emphasized that its per volume nature is of cardinal importance for its consistency with thermo-
dynamics and for understanding the goals of the present work.
Clearly, as long as F 0δ = , 0Fϖ = , regardless of any change in V . This implies the impacts of the isotropic and anisotropic
fabric, measured by vp and F respectively, on dissipation, and therefore the relevant responses, are decoupled. This de-
coupling is essential because were there a coupling between vp and an improperly defined anisotropic fabric tensor, a
change in vp only could lead to a nonzero Fδ in Eq. (11) and thus produce a fictitious dissipation attributed to a fictitious
anisotropic fabric change. Eq. (11) reveals that, it is the per-volume trait of the F that preserves this decoupling feature.
3.2. DEM definition of fabric and its possible pitfalls
This per-volume trait, however, is not generally granted by a DEM constructed fabric tensor, henceforth referred to also
as microstructural tensor implying other similar definitions to that of DEM. This is because a microstructure based tensor G
constructed according to Eq. (4)2 has a constant but otherwise unspecified number of particles. That is, G is independent of
the amount of substance (mass) in the assembly; and according to Eq. (4)2, if the weighting function w u( )k is not density
related, G neither depends on the volume of the RVE. In other words, G is neither an extensive property nor in general a per-
volume measure.
To elaborate on this, consider the popular contact-normal based microstructural fabric tensor (Oda, 1982), which will be
symbolized henceforth for clarity by G′ and its deviatoric part by F′ according to Eq. (4) with the weighting function
w u( )k ¼1. Evidently, Gtr 1′ = and the fabric tensor F′ deduced from G′ according to Eq. (4)1 represents merely a percenta-
gewise contribution to, rather than a density measure of, fabric anisotropy. Hence, a change Fδ ′ does not have a meaningful
interpretation with respect to Eq. (11), and F′ cannot be treated as an internal variable within a thermodynamically con-
sistent elastoplastic framework. It follows that there exists no intensive thermodynamic force conjugate to Fδ ′ in generating
Fϖ . In fact, even if F 0δ ′ = as measured over a fixed number of particles and calculated by Eq. (4), a volume change for this
aggregate will still introduce a change in per-volume fabric anisotropy, and in turn a fictitious dissipation. This suggests that
the impact of fabric anisotropy supposed to be characterized by F′ is in fact coupled with the evolution of the material's
density – a measure of isotropic fabric.
One way to circumvent the problem is to treat F0 as an anisotropy index and then convert it to a per-volume measure.
Considering that Eq. (4) refers to a closed system of a specific number of particles with a constant mass m, or equivalently
constant solid volume, F′ can in theory be converted to a per volume measure F″ by dividing F0 with the plastic volume V p
(refer to Appendix), i.e., have V mvF F F/ /p p″ = ′ = ′ . Since the constant mass m acts only as an arbitrary scaling factor whose
impact can be neutralized by a proper scaling of the thermodynamic force Θ, one may set m as unity such that vF F / p″ = ′ .
Based on this definition of F″, one has
⎛
⎝⎜
⎞
⎠⎟v
v
v
F F F
1
(12)p
p
p
δ ″ = δ ′ − ′δ
As vF F / p″ = ′ is a per-volume measure of anisotropic fabric, as long as the microstructural definition of F′ itself is ade-
quate and sufficiently accurate in quantifying anisotropic fabric in a constant mass representative volume element, Fδ ″ will
be equivalent to Fδ in Eq. (11). We tentatively assume this equivalence. Therefore, the per-unit-volume dissipation Fϖ can be
expressed as F:Θ″ δ ″, where Θ″ is the thermodynamic force (an intensive property) conjugate to Fδ ″.
Consequently, as long as F 0δ ″ = , the dissipation 0Fϖ = , regardless of changes in volume or material density. This implies
that the impact of change in anisotropic fabric characterized by Fδ ″ is decoupled from changes in isotropic fabric associated
with volume or density changes. As a comparison, one can see from Eq. (12) that a change in the original contact normal
based tensor v vF F Fp pδ ′ = δ ″ + ″δ , implying that even when Fδ ″ and thus dissipation Fϖ vanish, Fδ ′ is still proportional to the
irrecoverable specific volume increment vpδ , exhibiting a strong (and undesirable) coupling with the evolution of the
material's isotropic fabric.
It is interesting to note that Li and Li (2009) proposed a void-vector based fabric tensor G with a specifically defined
weighting function w u( )k in Eq. (4)2 such that the trace of G is proportional to the average length of the so-called void
vectors that connect the center of a void in the particle assembly to the surrounding particle contact points, and thus in turn
correlated to the specific volume v. It follows from the definition Eq. (4)1 that the so-defined deviator tensor F has already
included an implicit, though not necessarily accurate, normalization with v. As such, the void vector based fabric tensor can
be viewed, at least qualitatively, as a per-unit-volume measure and its impact on the material response is largely uncoupled
with material density.4. Critical state norm of fabric tensor and uniqueness of CSL
According to Gibbs equilibrium condition, the specific Helmholtz energy Ψ at critical state (a thermodynamic steady
state) is a sole function of material density, i.e., v( )Ψ Ψ= ^ , independent of any variables that are independent of v.
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p v
v
v
v p
v
v
p v
( ) ( )
( ) (13)Ψ
Ψ Ψδ = − δ = − ∂
^
∂
δ ⇒ = − ∂
^
∂
= ^
resulting in a unique e p− or v p− critical state line.
Because a properly defined anisotropic fabric tensor F satisfying the thermodynamic hypothesis of Eq. (11) is decoupled
from v in any state including the critical state, according to the previous section, the e–p critical state line is independent of
F, although F has its own unique critical state value F FF n nc c Fc c= = , where n is the loading direction (Li and Dafalias, 2012a).
Because Fc is independent of v, and thus independent of the mean normal stress p, according to Eqs. (2)1 it is also in-
dependent of the intensity of the deviator stress q. It follows Fc, the norm of F at critical state, can only be a function of the
Lode angle ( )ncos 6 tr /3F Fc1 3θ = − ( )ncos 6 tr /31 3= − , hence, the value of Fc can be further normalized with this function of θ
to yield a unique constant critical state fabric norm, with unit value F 1c = . Because both Fc and Fθ are invariants of F, this
unique critical state norm is an objective measure of critical state fabric anisotropy. The uniqueness of the critical state fabric
norm should also apply, at least in theory, to the void vector based fabric tensor and the normalized contact normal based
fabric tensor F″ (both are microstructurally constructed fabric tensors), because they have been assumed to be per-volume
measures and thus independent of the value of v.
If the original contact-normal based tensor F′ is chosen to represent the anisotropic fabric, the picture is different.
For reasons explained earlier, vF Fc p c′ ″= or F v Fc p c′ = ″ , with F″ a per-volume measure of norm and thus independent of
v, i. e., F F ( )c c Fθ″ = ″^ . Therefore, F c′ becomes a function of v, i.e., F F v( , )c c Fθ=
^′ ′ . It follows that, were Ψ at critical state de-
pendent on F c′ ,Ψ would be re-expressed by a new function ⎡⎣⎢
⎤
⎦⎥v F v, ( , )c FΨ Ψ θ= ^′ ′^ such that applying the variational statement
of Eq. (3)2, one has
⎛
⎝
⎜⎜
⎞
⎠
⎟⎟p v v F
F
v
v
F
F
(14)c
c
c
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F
FΨ
Ψ Ψ Ψ
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θδ = − δ = − ∂
^′
∂
+ ∂
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∂
∂^
∂
δ − ∂
^′
∂
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∂
δ′
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′
However, a comparison with Eq. (13) shows that Eq. (14) destroys the equilibrium condition and thus the uniqueness of
the critical state line, because its validity with a nontrivial F F( / )( / )c c FΨ θ∂ ^′ ∂ ′ ∂^′ ∂ requires that Fθ must be solely related to v (so
that vδ will appear as common factor in the right hand side of Eq. (14) via Fθδ ), which is of course untrue; as otherwise, a
0Fθδ ≠ with a v 0δ = would invalidate the above equation as well as the equilibrium condition Eq. (3)2, from which it is
derived, and thus immediately move the material out of critical state. It is evident that the only way out of this conflict is for
F/ cΨ∂ ^′ ∂ ′ or F /c Fθ∂^′ ∂ to be zero. It will be proven later that F / 0c Fθ∂^′ ∂ ≠ in general, such that F/ 0cΨ∂ ^′ ∂ ′ = is necessarily the
general case. It follows then that Eq. (14) boils down to Eq. (13) exactly. Notice that had we assumed the dependence ofΨ on
F c″ at critical state, given that F″ and consequently F c″ is independent of vp and by normalization also independent of Fθ , Eq.
(14) would not arise, and instead only Eq. (13) is possible.
The above deliberation reveals that, although F′ exhibits a strong correlation with v at critical state, the correlation has no
intrinsic connection whatsoever to critical state. Clearly, the functional dependence vF F ( )^′ = ′ is attributed to the specific
microstructural definition of F′ (it is not a per volume measure) and exists in all states (not limited only to critical states).
Obviously, in reference to a fixed F F ( )c c Fθ″ = ″^ , the higher the value of v or the void ratio e, the larger the critical state norm
F v Fc p c′ = ″ is. Because v or e and the confining pressure p at critical state are uniquely related and take the opposite trends,
the correlation can also be expressed in the form of F c′ against p,, i.e., F F p( , )c c Fθ′ = ′^ , in which F c′ reduces as p increases
(Zhao and Guo, 2013).
Both Fc′ and Fc″ can be used to identify the critical state anisotropic fabric, as long as their different definitions are kept in
mind. However, the seemingly equivalent role of F′ and F″ is limited only to identifying isolated states because no dissipation
is involved, and thus the thermodynamic relation Eq. (11) is irrelevant. It is thus expected that various microstructural
definitions of fabric tensor in Eq. (4) with different weighting functions w u( )k may exhibit various (thus arbitrary) corre-
lations with v or p at critical states. However, unless they are transformed to a per-volume property at continuum level,
either by normalization such as vF F / p″ = ′ or by an appropriate microstructural definition of the weighting function w u( )k ,
their evolution does not have a consistent physical interpretation as per the fundamental thermodynamic relation Eq. (11),
and this inconsistency may bear serious consequences in modeling deformation processes, as partly will be investigated in
the following section.5. Dissipation related consequences of using F′ as continuum fabric anisotropy measure
The goal of a constitutive framework or theory is to facilitate a proper description of deformation process rather than be
limited only to identifying a few characteristic equilibrium states, e.g., the critical state. Therefore, issues about critical state
must be addressed within a framework including a consistent description of dissipation occurring during deformation
processes. Within this framework it will be examined what are the consequences on dissipation for using the contact-
normal based tensor F′ as the fabric tensor, defined by Eq. (4) and usually obtained by DEM calculations.
If F pF n( , )c c F Fθ= ′^′ is treated as the measure of fabric anisotropy in critical state, for continuity and consistency, the so-
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(i.e. not being affected by change of volume), F′ is supposed to be uncoupled from vp in the sense that the impacts of F′δ and
vpδ in a process are independent of each other. Therefore, according to Eq. (11), Fϖ would be expressed as F:Fϖ Θ′ ′= δ , with
Θ′ denoting the thermodynamic entity conjugate to F′δ . This perception, however, is erroneous. To see the consequence of
such treatment, consider a granular soil consolidated along a triaxial path having a negligible change in fabric anisotropy,Fig. 1. Illustration of consequences of treating F′ as a continuum internal variable: (a) p q− stress path, (b) e p− path, (c) and (d) response of F′ when it is
perceived as a pure measure of anisotropic fabric, (e) F′ response when it is treated as a p-dependent variable, and (f) F″ response.
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that is known to have negligible effects on the granular packing other than the packing density. In passing it should be
mentioned that at the beginning of such a path anisotropic fabric may change but soon it will reach a saturation level and
remain constant; it is after such saturation that the following arguments apply. Were the contact-normal based fabric tensor
F′ viewed as a measure of fabric anisotropy only that is independent of packing density, F′ would be essentially unchanged
during the consolidation, i.e., F 0′δ = and 0Fϖ = . As illustrated in Fig. 1, the consolidation brings the soil from a low p state A
to a high p state Bwithout altering F′. Suppose the sample is then sheared along a constant-p path from the high p state B up
to the critical state C. Because it was assumed that F F p( , )c c Fθ′ = ′^ and F c′ , the critical state norm of F′, reduces significantly as
p increases from state A to B (Zhao and Guo, 2013), it is then entirely possible for F c′ at the critical state C to be smaller than
the value of F′ during consolidation (from the state A to state B). It follows that during shearing from B to C, the stress ratio
q p/η = increases but the norm of F′ would have a big drop, as illustrated in Fig. 1(c) and (d), which is of course physically
incomprehensible under the aforementioned loading history (sheared straightly from a normally consolidated state to the
ultimate failure state).
Clearly, the conflict comes from the erroneous perception that F′ is a pure measure of fabric anisotropy so that F′δ would
be 0 on the A–B path. If we abandon the notion that F′ characterizes fabric anisotropy, instead treat its normalized version
vF F / p″ ′= as the true measure of fabric anisotropy, then on the A–B path, F″δ is negligible. It follows that, according to Eq.
(12), F′δ should be equal to vF p″δ instead of 0 so that accompanying a decrease in vp from state A to state B, a reduction in F′
is inevitable. The change of F′ with p (resulting from a reduction of vp) as opposed to the invariance of F″ are eloquently
shown in Fig. 1(e) and (f), respectively. However, there is another conflict were F′ treated as an internal variable, and
correspondingly the dissipation were expressed in the form of F:Fϖ Θ′ ′= δ . Under triaxial, i.e., axisymmetry conditions, Θ0
and F0 are co-directional so that FFϖ Θ= δ ′′ where Θ0 is the norm of Θ0. Consider two stress paths B-C and B–D in Fig. 1(a). On
the path B–C, the stress ratio η increases, so does F0. Because the norm 0Θ >′ and F 0δ ′ > , the dissipation F 0Fϖ Θ= δ ′ >′ as
expected. However, on the path B–D shown in the same figure, with a constant η, F 0δ ′ < as elaborated earlier, therefore,
were Θ′ independent of Fδ ′ as expected for affinity, the dissipation FFϖ Θ= δ ′′ would be negative, therefore having a high
potential of violating the second law of thermodynamics. Similarly, conflict can also be found on the path A–B, along which
fabric anisotropy has no change so that Fϖ should vanish. However, F 0δ ′ < along the path, and thus requires Θ′ be zero at
any state on that path including the state B in order to avoid negative dissipation, which is clearly conflicted with the Θ′
value at B tied to the loading direction B–C.
The above conflict comes from the fact that F′ is not a per-volume measure, thus its conjugate Θ′ is not a well-defined
state variable. This can be seen by equating F:Θ′ ′δ with F:Fϖ Θ″ ″= δ , as it should be since dissipation must not depend on
the specific choice of internal variables if properly done, and invoking the relation v v vF F F( / )/p p p″ ′ ′δ = δ − δ in Eq. (12). It
follows that
⎡
⎣
⎢
⎢
⎛
⎝⎜
⎞
⎠⎟
⎤
⎦
⎥
⎥v v vI
F F
:
3 (15)
p p p
1
Θ Θ′ = ″ − ′ ⊗ δ ′
δ
−
where I is the fourth order identity tensor. The above result shows that Θ′ would depend on the value of vp as well as
changes in vp and F′, thus is no longer an intensive state variable that can be cast into an appropriate continuum elasto-
plastic modeling framework as discussed after Eqs. (10) and (12).
Instead of treating F′as an internal variable that characterizes only fabric anisotropy, one may find its true role by directly
substituting the relation v v vF F F( / )/p p p″ ′ ′δ = δ − δ into the dissipation expression F:Fϖ Θ″ ″= δ and obtain the following:
⎜ ⎟⎛⎝
⎞
⎠
⎛
⎝⎜
⎞
⎠⎟v v vF
F
:
:
(16)p F p
pϖΘ Θ″ δ ′ = + ″ ″ δ
which clearly indicates that a change in F′ may induce additional dissipation attributed to vpδ . In the extreme case F 0″δ =
and thus 0Fϖ = , F′δ measures a pure density evolution, as revealed in the illustration.
Contrary to Fϖ expressed by F:Θ′ ′δ , the dissipation should be formulated in accordance with the consistent expression
F:Fϖ Θ″ ″= δ , in which the flux F″δ is a per-unit-volume measure of fabric change and the affinity Θ″ is an intensive state
property. For the same consolidation-shearing example shown in Fig. 1(a) and (b), on the path A–B of constant fabric
anisotropy, F 0″δ = while vp reduces, accordingly, 0Fϖ = so that v 0v pϖ ϖ Π= = δ > from Eq. (11), showing the dissipation is
solely attributed to the evolution of the material density, in agreement with what was assumed for consolidation. According
to ACST, the critical state norm of the fabric tensor is independent of the material density or p value. It follows that shear
starting from any state on the constant F″ path between A and B will end up with the same critical state fabric norm F c′′ , as
shown in Fig. 1(f). During the shear, F″ varies according to an evolution law uncoupled from the density evolution. It is
evident that, by adopting F″ instead of F′ as the internal variable of fabric anisotropy, one can easily follow the standard
procedure in elastoplastic modeling as outlined in Li and Dafalias (2012a) in order to develop models featured with fabric
anisotropy evolution with no density or pressure coupling that may violate the thermodynamic formulation.
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At critical state the only variable is the deviator strain e so that e e en 0: eδ = δ δ ≠ , where ne is a unit norm deviator
tensor representing the direction of eδ . By assuming the elastic deviator strain increment e 0eδ = at critical state, we can also
write
  
e e e n n 0:
(17)
p p p
e eλδ = δ δ = ≠
λ
where λ is a loading index, also known as plastic multiplier, in plasticity theory. It follows that the only directional char-
acteristic in critical state is ne, thus any tensor quantity having a nontrivial direction in critical state must be directionwise
related only to ne. This includes the deviator stress s and fabric tensor Fc at critical state. For example, in critical state for a
given mean normal stress p, the dissipation can be expressed as p e( , )c pϖ ϖ= ^ δ , and based on the assumption of incremental
linearity, ϖ is homogeneous of degree one in epδ . Therefore,
p p
p ss e
e
e
e s
e
e
s n n:
( , )
( )
:
( , )
( )
( , )
(18)
p
p
p
p
p
p e sϖ
ϖ ϖ ^= δ = ∂
^ δ
∂ δ
δ ⇒ = ∂
^ δ
∂ δ
= =
in which ns is a unit norm deviator tensor representing the direction of s, and the norm s is commonly given in the
constitutive form of
s Mpg
2
3
( )
(19)s
θ= ^
where M can either be a constant, Eqs. (2)1, or a moderate function of p, and g ( )sθ^ is an interpolation function of the Lode
angle ( )ncos 6 tr /3s s1 3θ = − , with 0sθ = and g (0) 1^ = at triaxial compression. Eq. (19) is in fact the description of the critical
state surface in π-plane as a function of the Lode angle sθ , having the shape of a rounded-corner triangle.
Substituting Eqs. (19) and (17) into Eq. (18)1 and letting ϖ be a constant 0ϖ (ϖ is constant implies the critical state
condition is maintained) yields the loading index
⎛
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⎞
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Mp g gn n n n
2
3
1
( ) : ( ) :
(20)
s s e s s e
0 0
0
λ ϖ
θ
λ
θ
= ^ = ^
λ
where 0λ is the value of loading index at triaxial compression where g n n( ) : 1s s eθ^ = .
Similar to s, the critical state fabric tensor is uniquely related to ne, i.e., F F n( )c c e
^= . As Fc and ne are both traceless second
order tensors, by Hamilton–Cayley theorem, F n( )c e
^ takes the general form of
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c c e c Fc c e e e e e
n
2θ θ θ^= = = ^ ^ + − ^ −
where ( )ncos 6 tr /3e e1 3θ = − is the Lode angle of ne, a unique function of the latter, a ( )eθ^ is a constitutive function, and
⎡⎣ ⎤⎦
⎛
⎝⎜
⎞
⎠⎟a an n n
1
( ) 6 1 ( )
3 (22)
e e e e
2θ θ= ^ + − ^ −
is referred to as the loading direction (Li and Dafalias, 2012a), which is coincident with the direction of fabric tensor at
critical state nFc (see also discussion after Eq. (5)). In the simplest case of a ( ) 1eθ^ = , we have
n n n (23)Fc e= =
which should be sufficiently accurate for practical applications. In the case of n n nFc e= = , we have
F F FF F n n( ) (24)c c c c c+ δ = + δ + δ
where the operator “δ” denotes a change associated with a change in Lode angle while being at critical state. Eqs. (17), (21)
and (23) yield the relation F F e( / ):c c pλ= δ . Application of this relation to the incrementally updated quantities F Fc c+ δ , λ λ+ δ
and e e( )p pδ + δ δ yields
⎡
⎣⎢
⎤
⎦⎥
⎡
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⎦⎥F F F F F F
F F
F F
e e n n n
n n( )
( )
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(25)
c c c c
p p
c c c c
c c
λ λ
λ λ λ
λ λ λ λ
λ+ δ = + δ δ + δ δ
+ δ
= + δ + δ + δ
+ δ
= + δ + + δ
+ δ
δ
where the transition from the second to the third member of Eq. (25) is achieved using the variation of Eq. (17) under the
condition of Eq. (23). Equating the rightmost terms in Eq. (24) and (25) leads to
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Combining Eqs. (26) and (20) one has by straightforward integration
F F F
F
g n n
( ) ( )
( ) : (27)
c c e c F
c
s s
0θ θ
θ
= ^ = ^ = ^
where Fc0 is the value of Fc at triaxial compression. The above relation indicates that if Fc is co-directional with the plastic
strain increment, the contour of its norm Fc on the π-plane is approximately reciprocal to the shape of the critical state
surface; it would have been exactly the reciprocal had it been n ns = that is not in general true, because the ns represents
the direction of the stress along the radius connecting the origin to the critical state surface, while n represents the direction
of the normal to this surface. Eq. (27) was first derived in a brief presentation by Li and Dafalias (2012b). Note that while the
co-directionality n nFc e= is a constitutive assumption at the continuum level (a ( ) 1eθ^ = in Eq. (21)), for DEM constructed
tensors such as F′ or its normalized version F″, there is no provision to guarantee this co-directionality. However, recent
numerical DEM results (Zhao and Guo, 2013) show that the π-plane Fc′ and s contours are indeed reciprocal to each other, at
least in a qualitative sense, indicating the co-directionality n nFc e= has been largely preserved.
Recalling Eqs. (18), (19) and (21), multiplication of Eq. (27) by 1/s yields
MF ps F:
2
3 (28)
c c0=
at critical state, or MF ps F: 2/3c c0= ′′ , since v vF F Fp p′ = ″ = with F F″= for the general ACST of Li and Dafalias (2012a). In
order to illustrate the foregoing, Fig. 2 shows superposed the plots on the π-plane of Eqs. (19), (27) and (28) as sθ varies, the
first two representing the critical failure surface (s contour) and critical fabric tensor norm (Fc contour), respectively, and the
third of course being a circle with no sθ dependence (s F: c contour). Zhao and Guo (2013) have suggested, based on their
DEM simulations, that the quantity K ps F:c c α= = ζ′ , i.e. Kc is a nonlinear power function of p, instead of the linear
dependence on p of the quantity v K vs F s F s F: : : / /c c c p c p′≈ = =″ in Eq. (28) derived rigorously above by analytical means
(recall that in the ACST the critical state norm of the fabric tensor for all Lode angles, including the Fc0 at triaxial
compression, is a constant and independent of p or v). Besides this seemingly small difference in the conclusion due to the
difference between the commonly accepted constitutive assumption Eq. (19) and the particular set of DEM observations by
Zhao and Guo (2013), there is in fact a fundamental difference of the underlying theory. This difference pertains to the
requirement that for a continuum description, which is thermodynamically consistent, the fabric tensor norm must be a per
volume measure of intensity of purely directional fabric anisotropy only. While this is one of the main attributes of the
theory by Li and Dafalias (2012a, b), it is not satisfied in the development by Zhao and Guo (2013), which came from a set of
DEM calculations and omitted the relatively mild, though definite, coupling effect between p (or v) and Lode angle on F c′ .7. Normalization of fabric tensor norm for coupled and uncoupled dependence on vp and Fθ
The discussions so far have been based on the assumption that the microstructurally constructed fabric tensor itself, say,1 1, s F
3 3, s F2 2, s F
 contours contourcF
:  contourcs F
Fig. 2. π-plane critical state surface and Fc contour.
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per-mass rather than a per-volume measure. Accordingly, such a tensor can be adapted to continuum applications by a
simple normalization vF F / p″ = ′ , and the critical state norm of F″ would be a function of Fθ only, i.e., F F ( )c c Fθ″ = ″^ that can be
used as a normalization factor of the fabric tensor according to ACST in order to render its norm equal to 1 at critical state for
any Lode angle. This requires that the dependence of the fabric tensor norm on vp and Fθ at critical states is uncoupled and
of the form F v F ( )p Fθ′ = ″^ or more generally F F v F( ) ( )p F1 2 θ′ =
^ ^ . In reality, however, a fabric tensor constructed according to Eq.
(4) may miss some pertinent, though not necessarily of primary importance, microstructural attributes in its definitions,
resulting in a critical norm F F v( , )c c p Fθ′ =
^′ not in the form of F v F( ) ( )p F1 2 θ
^ ^ . In other words, the effects of vp and Fθ on F c′ could
be coupled (Zhao and Guo, 2013). While it is impossible in such case to normalize F′ with vp and Fθ separately, one may
normalize F′ directly by F v( , )c p Fθ
^′ such that at critical state F F F v/ ( , )c p Fθ′′ = ′
^′ is equal to 1. With such normalization, one has
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It follows that this normalized fabric tensor ( )F vF F / ,c p Fθ″ = ′ ′^ can be treated as an internal variable in elastoplastic
modeling approximately if the coupling effects between vp and Fθ is sufficiently weak in the sense that after such treatment
the model response is still acceptable in practical applications. In numerical simulations, the current values of v and p are
readily available. With an assumed or pre-established p ve− relation, the current value of v v v p( )p e= − ^ can be obtained.
Together with the value of Fθ deduced from the current nF , the normalization factor ( )F v ,c p Fθ′^ can then be calculated at any
instance of loading. Such information is invaluable for constitutive modeling at the continuum level.
Last but not the least, it is to be mentioned that an ideal fabric tensor in terms of microstructural variables can be
generally expressed as ( )F F u ,k Ζ^= , with uk the unit vectors stated in Eq. (4)2 and Ζ all other microstructural quantities that
are necessary to render F a state variable such that
F
F
u
u
F
(30)k
k Ζ
Ζ
^ ^
δ = ∂
∂
·δ + ∂
∂
δ
is an exact differential, and integrating Fδ over any path to the same v p θ− − critical state will yield the same ( )F F u ,c ck cΖ^= ,
i.e., Fc is path-independent. For a microstructural tensor with Ζ omitted or incomplete, this path-independence feature is not
guaranteed. This may well lead to the phenomenological coupling effect F F v F v F( , ) ( ) ( )c c p F p F1 2θ θ′ =
^′ ≠ ^ ^ . This path-in-
dependence issue however has not been subjected to scrutiny at present time and should certainly be a research subject
within the broad area of fabric impact.8. Conclusions
A fabric tensor in continuum elastoplastic modeling is an internal variable characterizing fabric anisotropy, while the
isotropic part of the fabric measuring void ratio or specific volume is treated as a separate fabric entity from the fabric
tensor. A change in the fabric tensor, while conjugate to an intensive property referred to as thermodynamic force in
general, generates a per-volume dissipation. Therefore, the fabric tensor is physically constrained to be a per-volume
measure of an extensive property. Based on a thermodynamic definition of critical state, it can be shown this fabric tensor at
critical state is totally independent of the specific volume v or the mean normal stress p, with its norm varying only with the
Lode angle and its direction determined only by the direction of the plastic strain increment. In the simplest case, the tensor
is co-directional with the plastic strain increment and can analytically be shown that the π-plane contour of the critical state
tensor norm is nearly reciprocal to that of the critical state surface. Such fabric tensor is consistent with the established
continuum thermodynamics and elastoplastic framework. However, unlike its isotropic counterpart the material density, it
does not have a direct physical or geometric definition and thus is not readily measurable. Consequently, the tensor in-
cluding its evolution and relations with other constitutive quantities can only be formulated on a phenomenological basis.
On the contrary, a microstructural fabric tensor is constructed directly based on particle level geometry therefore it is at
least in theory measurable if right technology is available to look into the details at the particle level. DEM is such a practical
tool, although it deals with virtual rather than real granular materials. Clearly, DEM observations on the fabric tensor in-
cluding its evolution and relations with other constitutive quantities are what is missing in continuum level constitutive
framework and therefore to a great extent complement the latter. However, apart from geometric compatibility, micro-
structural fabric tensors do not generally have physical constraints attached. It follows that, depending on the chosen
microstructural attributes and the method of statistics, various definitions of microstructural fabric tensors are possible, and
they behave quite differently at the continuum level. In particular, there is no provision to ensure their consistency with the
continuum constitutive framework rooted in the classical thermodynamics and associated dissipation, a branch of funda-
mental physics.
The inconsistency is evidenced mainly by one observation, namely that the norm of a microstructural fabric tensor may
depend on the specific volume v or the mean normal stress p at critical state, rendering such tensor a measure of not only
fabric anisotropy but also material density – a measure of fabric isotropy. Logically, through a specific microstructural
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value in critical state theory.
It has been identified that the major source for the inconsistency comes from the fact that DEM fabric tensor is defined
based on whatever attributes exist in a representative volume element of a constant mass therefore it is essentially a per-
mass rather than a per-volume measure. The latter however is a fundamental feature of internal variables in the continuum
constitutive framework. It follows that this inconsistency can be easily removed by a normalization of the microstructural
tensor with vp, the plastic part of the material's specific volume, provided that the prototype tensor itself is an adequate
measure of fabric anisotropy only. In practical cases where such perfection is met only approximately, the normalization can
be done with the tensor's critical state norm F F v( , )c c p Fθ′ =
^′ , in which the effects of vp and the tensor's Lode angle Fθ could
be coupled. The DEM observations on the so-normalized fabric tensor including its evolution and relations with other
constitutive elements can then be properly interpreted within the continuum framework, and those observations will ro-
bustly facilitate the formulation of continuum constitutive equations involving various impacts of fabric anisotropy.Acknowledgments
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Consider a uniform sample of volume V , whose dissipation is attributed to changes in its isotropic fabric characterized by
V p and its anisotropic fabric characterized by a symmetric second order tensor Φ. The V p is the irrecoverable (plastic) part of
V and given by V V Vp e= − , where Ve is the part of V which is recoverable (elastic) upon stress reversal, with V 0e = at a
reference stress state. Thus, the dissipation in V can be expressed as follows:
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where Π′ and Θ′ are the intensive thermodynamic forces conjugate to V pδ and Φδ , respectively, in dissipation in V .
Substituting the relation
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where v V m/= and v V m/p p= are the specific volume and its plastic part, respectively, as usually defined; withm, the mass
of solids in V , assumed to be constant.
By defining VF / pΦ= , (A3) can be rewritten as
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which is exactly Eq. (11) in the text. Note that the thermodynamic forces Π and Θ as derived are still intensive properties,
and vϖ and Fϖ are uncoupled in the sense that they are homogeneous in vpδ and Fδ , respectively.References
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